The exclusive formulation in the Fresh-N Veggie

Bath!

Never before has there been anything like it.

Fresh-N Veggie Bath!

TM

does two things very well.

First, as its name suggests, it “cleans fruits and veggies

down to their goodness”.SM

TM

is derived 100% from botanical sources.
Simply put, it is made from plants for plants! Talk about
GREEN ! It doesn’t get any
“greener” than that. Furthermore,
the ingredients in the Fresh-N

Veggie Bath! TM are Certified
100% Carcinogen-MutagenCytogen Free! In other words,
there is nothing in the product
even mildly or remotely toxic.
There are NO carcinogens – agents known to cause cancer,
NO mutagens – agents that cause cell mutations, and NO
cytogens – agents that cause birth defects. NONE. NADA.
ZILCH. ABSOLUTELY ZERO.
But safety of the product itself is not the only
consideration.

Exclusive

to

Fresh-N

Veggie

Bath!TM is the ability of its all-naturally derived

Second, because of the effectiveness of the cleaning it
performs, Fresh-N Veggie Bath! TM has been
demonstrated to extend the freshness of fruits and
vegetables for days and even weeks in some cases.
While other produce
washing products
have been available
for some time, none
has both the safety
and the effectiveness
o f
t h e
QuantumMaxxTM
Nano
Colloid
Technology that

Fresh-N Veggie
Bath! TM has. And
n o n e
h a s
demonstrated the freshness-extending qualities of

Fresh-N Veggie Bath! TM.

surfactants to penetrate and
loosen the chemical bonds of
organic contaminates – from the
petroleum derived neurotoxic
pesticides and herbicides from
conventional growing methods to the collective filth and
fecal material so often found on produce’s surfaces,
even if organically grown. Then it breaks those
contaminates into extremely small particles, surrounds
them in a submicroscopic cluster of singularly polarized
water droplets, and allows them to be safely washed
away where they can do no harm – to us, to the ground,
or to our water supplies.
This amazing process works on the angstrom level, a
level so small that the resulting encapsulating
“mycelles”, with the
contamination particles held
safely inside and insulated
from all other like
contaminates, represent the
tiniest particles known to
science that still retain the
characteristics of the original
molecule. The only difference
is that the particle in this

newly created cluster will never be able to bond together
with another like particle in a similar cluster. At this size,
naturally occurring bacteria or enzymes in the soil or
water will quickly eat the offending particle and make it
go away. GONE. VANISHED.
And with the undesirable
surface-laden contaminates
gone,

Fresh-N

Bath!

TM

Veggie

lets the fruits and
veggies you eat concentrate on
important things. Like taste. And
staying fresh. The very things
you bought the produce for in
the first place. And YOU can
concentrate on the things that matter most to you and
your family. Like feeling safe, wholesome, and good
about the food you bring into your home.
Available in convenient quart-sized readyto-use (RTU) spray, economical ready-tomix (RTM) concentrate (makes 32
quarts), or ready-to-mix SUPER
concentrate (RTMSC) which makes 32
gallons. Gallon, drum, and tote sizes also
available for commercial/institutional use.

